
From: Myers  Bill
To: John Kraft
Cc: jonesa@shiloh1.org; wilhoitm@shiloh1.org; Kirk Allen
Subject: Re: "Hit List" Media Question
Date: Friday, October 21, 2022 12:54:54 PM

Hello,
Please refer back to my previous response. 
Thanks,
Bill

On Fri, Oct 21, 2022 at 12:44 PM John Kraft > wrote:

Who can answer the first question – does the photo I provided reflect what was written on a piece of paper?

As in: “People I Want Dead” – was that written on top of the paper with the list?

 

Thanks,

John Kraft

 

From: Myers, Bill <myersb@shiloh1.org> 
Sent: Friday, October 21, 2022 10:54 AM
To: John Kraft >
Cc: jonesa@shiloh1.org; wilhoitm@shiloh1.or ; Kirk Allen <
Subject: Re: "Hit List" Media Question

 

Good Morning Mr. Kraft,

 

You have 3 questions. The 1st and 3rd questions deal with answers that came from an interview with a minor or deal with individual minors so I
will have to refrain from answering to protect their rights. I can answer the second question though. We have a step by step process for when we
are in a situation like this and we followed the step by step process. Our immediate attention was keeping all involved safe as first we deal with
the situation and then we contact parents. Our administration had made individual contacts with all parents involved before we released anything
to the public as we felt it was important for them to have individual contact from us before reading about it on social media.

 

Thank you for all that you do to keep our community well informed.

Bill Myers

 

 

 

On Fri, Oct 21, 2022 at 7:58 AM John Kraft  wrote:

Superintendent,

 

Is this an accurate representation of the hitlist the student made?
Why did it take a day to send the letter to the parents?

Why did the letter to the parents say “harm” when this list indicates “dead”?

 

Thanks,

John Kraft

Edgar County Watchdogs, Inc.

 






